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PERFORMANCE 
Thursday, November 8th 
1:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
RISD Museum - Upper Farago Gallery 
Amy Lee Sanford Amy Lee Sanford, a Cambodian-American artist with an international reputation, will participate in 
the RISD Museum’s exhibition “Repair and Design Futures” through a powerful, one-afternoon      
performance of a gallery installation entitled Break Pot: Benefit St.,  a shortened version of the 
six day durational performance called Full Circle. 
Born in Phnom Penh, Cambodia and raised in the United States, Sanford holds a degree from Brown 
University in the Visual Arts. Her work references the deep personal significance of family          
separation, cultural destruction and death associated with the Cambodian genocide in the 1970s, 
and the long, slow process of reconstruction in the decades that have followed. She investigates 
the intersection of trauma and healing, the healing processes of repetition, recollection and repair, 
and the defragmentation of history. This piece is a particularly powerful evocation of individual,   
social and cultural repair.  
“BREAK POT: BENEFIT ST.”  
 AMY LEE SANFORD 
This event is sponsored by the RISD Museum, the Division of Liberal Arts Humanities Fund  
and a Research Collaboration and Event Grant, and the Turner Fund. 
